
Democrats Propose Changes To Election Laws
to To Make Voter Fraud Even Easier

written by GEG | January 29, 2021

The ‘For the People Act’ bill opens the door to fraud. It includes universal mail-in
ballots, early voting, automatic registration through the DMV, legalized ballot
harvesting, banning voter-ID requirements, allowing felons to vote, and same-day voter
registration.
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Tim Zook’s cause of death has not been announced. His widow Rochelle told the newspaper.
“When someone gets symptoms 2½ hours after a vaccine, that’s a reaction. What else could
have happened?”
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Congressman Thomas Massie said that “domestic terrorist” is so broadly defined that it
includes soldiers in the National Guard, conservative members of Congress, and millions
of Americans. Democrats are creating a false image of a crisis, the Capitol under siege,
to expand government power and erode Americans’ rights.

Controlled Opposition? Proud Boys Leader
Enrique Tarrio, Top Organizer of Capitol
Protest, Previously Was an FBI Informant
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The FBI has a long record of orchestrating terrorist plots which then easily can be
thwarted just in time to prevent them, thus, creating the impression that there are
terrorist plots everywhere. In this case, the “storming” incident is serving as an
excuse to label those who oppose the Left as “domestic terrorists.”
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Robinhood Trading App Is Shut Down to Help
Hedge Funds Cover Their Bad Investments
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Robinhood, the investment app for independent investors, banned its users under pressure
from hedge funds, proving there is no free-market trading on Wall Street. Tucker Carlson
said that Robinhood gathers information from its users and sells it to hedge funds that
use it against the small independent investors.
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Users of Reddit, many with modest trading accounts, realized that, if they all bought
the shares as fast as hedge funds were shorting and dumping them, they could cause the
price to go up, and turn the tables on the attack on GameStop and, temporarily, at
least, make a profit and cause a “short squeeze.”
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There was a 24% increase in the number of children going to emergency departments with
mental health issues compared to 2019. Among young people, lockdowns caused more
suffering and death than the alleged pandemic. [And none of the health officials and
politicians who have brought this about will be held responsible!]
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There is no hint in Merck’s announcement that adverse reactions, including disability
and death, in the first patients to get the vaccine had anything to do with the change
in policy, and Merck goes out of its way to say that the vaccine was well tolerated
during the trial, but there is reason to be skeptical.
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As far as we know, none of the Antifa mercenaries with American flags destroying
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property and inciting violence at the Capitol were ever charged with anything, but
genuine Trump supporters were charged with obstruction of justice and unlawful entry.
Would this boy have turned in his father if he had been Antifa or BLM?

Antifa Continues to Riot After Democrats
Take Power
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Antifa organizes in the open over Twitter and Facebook, and its members publicly declare
their intentions to wreak havoc. It’s the textbook definition of domestic terrorism, but
Democrats are focused only on their opponents, the great majority of whom are peaceful.
The consequence is that violence will spread.
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Days after Joe Biden took power, Democrat governors who previously issued severe
shutdown orders are easing restrictions. Now that Democrats are in power, apparently the
virus threat suddenly has decreased. Democrat politicians simultaneously have come to
the same conclusion. Meanwhile, businesses still are closing.
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Former presidential advisor Steven Miller says that, last year, 180,000 migrants were
deported and that 92% of them were either charged or convicted of a crime. ICE will no
longer pick up criminals in police or sheriff’s custody, thus leaving 12,000 foreign
criminals to be released into communities across America.


